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Stormwater Utilities and other Innovative Regional Financing Solutions for 

the Protection and Restoration of the Delaware River Watershed 

 

Section 1: Introduction 

By the late 20th century, scientists, engineers, policy makers and river advocates had 

begun to recognize the full impact of stormwater runoff pollution on the health of our 

watersheds.  This pollution originates from many and all land-based sources (roads, residential 

and commercial properties, industry, agriculture, etc.) and presents itself in our rivers and 

streams as elevated levels of nutrients, metals, sediments, plastics, trash and other anthropogenic 

pollutants.  Perhaps the most significant pollutant to our rivers and streams stems from the 

volume and rate of the runoff itself.  It is the primary irritant to the physical, biological and 

chemical balance of our rivers and streams, as well as potential harm to people and property.   

Given the ubiquitous nature of the sources and fate of runoff and its pollutants, it is not 

surprising that there are few central entities with the responsibility, control or authority to 

manage stormwater.  Without this entity, it is difficult to encourage for the planning, policies and 

regulations to govern future land use and development practices and near impossible to secure 

sustainable funding resources for the design, construction and operation of new and retrofit of 

stormwater systems.  

However, with the new and growing threats of severe weather and intense rainstorms, 

localized flooding has taken this “stormwater management” issue from the scientific conference 

halls directly to among the highest priority concerns of the general public.   This may create the 

opportunity policy makers have needed to introduce new mechanisms for the sustainable, long-

term funding of regional1 stormwater utilities.  

Undeniably, the implementation of a sustainable, long-term source of funding for the 

restoration and protection of riversheds like the Delaware has been elusive, at best.  While 

philanthropic, government and local resources have greatly contributed to the effort, and 
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numerous studies have been done on identifying new innovative financing mechanisms, there 

still remains a general lack of central focus and prioritization to fund the return of our rivers and 

streams to fishable, swimmable, drinkable, attractive, accessible and safe.  

This paper attempts to identify some of the more novel approaches that have been studied 

and/or piloted for bringing new financial resources to bear in the protection and restoration of 

our waterways (see Annex I) but is more centrally focused on what may be the most obvious of 

solutions - the development of localized, regional stormwater utilities throughout the Delaware 

River basin. 

Underlying much of the difficulties with funding anything in 2018/2019, much less 

environmental policy, are the dual issues of a general lack of federal interest in funding local 

regions or communities and the growing disparity among economic classes in America.  The 

Water Affordability Conference hosted by the Water Center of the University of Pennsylvania 

(April 2018) highlighted the issue of water price equity and inability of many households to even 

afford existing water services (drinking water, wastewater, stormwater, and water resource 

management).  The statistics show that such pockets of poverty – up to near 40% of households 

living in poverty in some of our urban centers, as well as in many of our smaller suburban towns 

and rural communities. Developing any new taxing or fee-based entity would be difficult even in 

the best of times. 

 

The Stormwater Management Paradox 

Large pockets of our citizens in both small and large cities and towns throughout the 

Delaware River Watershed cannot afford stormwater management, but we, as a society, 

also cannot afford to not address our lands’ impact on our water any longer.   

 

Section 2: The Case for the Regional Model 	

Water policy and program managers in the US and abroad are increasingly promoting 

watersheds as the most appropriate unit and scale of management for an integrated approach to 
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managing water resources2. Watersheds’ reaches are extensive, comprising the network of rivers, 

streams and lakes that convey the water, as well as the land from which water runs off. In the 

majority of cases they cross multiple geographical and political jurisdictions, necessitating the 

creation and maintenance of regional collaborations and partnerships to deliver upon water 

management objectives. 

Regional approaches for watershed management has been most recently embodied in the 

One Water approach championed by the US Water Alliance3, and has since been adopted by 

most of the national water organizations.  One Water promotes watershed-level management that 

brings together regional partners from both in and outside of the water sector, encouraging joint 

planning and collaborative action to protect this most crucial shared natural resource. One Water 

takes a systems approach, embracing water’s complexity and interdependence as well as the 

multiple actors who affect water resources, and the ecosystem’s reliance on those resources.  It 

promotes the intrinsic value of water and a management approach that maximizes value. It also 

seeks to achieve a balance of environmental, social and economic benefits.   

One Water is well aligned with the global move towards Integrated Water Management 

(IWM).    IWM is a continuous adaptive process of managing both human activities and their 

effects on ecosystems at the watershed scale.  It integrates water and land use planning and 

management to evaluate and manage cumulative effects from multiple environmental stressors. 

Its intention is to bring together policy, planning and legislation around a particular geographic 

area (a watershed).  Viewing water resources holistically in terms of scope and scale can deliver 

more integrated solutions to meet drinking water, water supply, wastewater, and stormwater 

needs and requirements. Community collaboration is a key component of this way of working, 

requiring joint identification, prioritization and the balancing of resource needs across a 

watershed. It can act as a catalyst for whole of watershed cooperation.  

The One Water and Integrated Water Management approaches are well-suited to the 

Delaware River Basin which drains 13,000 square miles of land from four states, 42 counties and 

838 municipalities4. Diversity in how the Delaware River is used means its protection is 

managed differently in different locations, reflecting local priorities.  Yet how the water is 

 
2 The National Advisory Council for Environmental Policy and Technology (NACEPT). March 2009. ‘Encouraging 
Regional Solutions to Sustainable Water Sector Utilities’. 
3 http://uswateralliance.org/one-water 
4 https://blog.epa.gov/2011/02/17/integrated-water-management-greater-water-resources/ 
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managed and used in one part of the basin inevitably impacts on other parts of the basin.  This 

calls for all actors to increasingly embrace coordination, cooperation and regionalism. 

The William Penn Foundation has for some time embraced a regional approach for 

improving the health of the Delaware River, investing significant funding in support of 

conservation non-profits throughout the watershed. Over $100 million of investments in the 

Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI), targeting protection and restoration, complements 

and leverages the estimated $342 million provided by other key players, including federal, state, 

local, non-profit and private organizations5. Taking a geographical laboratory approach to 

focusing on areas and issues with the greatest potential to positively impact the quality of the 

water, this initiative uses its convening power and funding mechanisms to mobilize local and 

regional organizations to amplify and replicate successes across the watershed6. Regional 

approaches such as that being undertaken by WPF and its partners are consistent with and 

reinforcing of the move towards integrated water resource planning and management 

approaches.  

Recognizing that managing water resources across multiple political and geographical 

jurisdictions requires strong collaboration is just one of the rationales for taking a regional 

approach to water management. Other impetus for localities to start embracing regionalism 

include the rising costs of maintaining aging infrastructure coupled with tightening 

environmental regulations that are becoming increasingly expensive to comply with, without a 

fundamental rethink of approach.    

Regionalism in Action - The Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC) 

        An appreciation for the need for regionalism in the management of the 

Delaware River Basin emerged in 1961 as President Kennedy and the forward-

looking governors of Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York agreed 

to collaborate on the creation of a regional body that would lead in the 

management of the Delaware River Basin.   

        Given legal powers to make decisions that crossed jurisdictional boundaries, 

 
5https://williampennfoundation.org/sites/default/files/reports/Survey%20of%20Investment%20in%20the%20Dela
ware%20River%20Watershed-Jan2017.pdf 
6 https://4states1source.org/new-funding/ 
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the DRBC is charged with focusing on water quality protection, water supply 

allocation, regulatory review (permitting), water conservation initiatives, 

watershed planning, drought management, flood loss reduction, and recreation.  

It’s FY 2018-19 budget of $6.3 M comes one-third from statutory contributions 

from the four states and federal government and two-thirds from revenue raised 

through project review fees, water use charges, and fines, as well as federal, state, 

and private grants. 

        The DRBC is a demonstration of regional water regulatory body that has 

worked well for over 50 years, but the consent order is too specific and the 

governance structure too broad (4 states and the US govt) for it to tackle the kind 

of localized policies and funding required for real impact on runoff to the 

Delaware River and its tributaries. 

      

Section 3: Challenges to the regional model  

Inevitably, the more ambitious the transfer of responsibility, the greater the transaction 

costs in coming to a final regional arrangement.  There are significant challenges in establishing 

a new regional model, or authority.  Commonly cited obstacles that towns / municipalities face in 

creating ambitious drinking water, wastewater or water resource collaborations include: 

● Political obstacles or barriers 

● A range of legal issues related to transfers of water 

● Possible environmental impacts 

● Geographical limitations such as the costs of piping water to more remote districts 

● Administrative challenges in developing operating policies that all parties agree to 

● Lack of conclusive evidence related to the realization of net water supply gains 

● Community concerns related to perceived or actual lack of autonomy or control over 

water resources 

● The political economic issues around developing agreements that deliver tangible 

benefits to all water supply entities. 
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● Insufficient staff and resources to coordinate a regional approach 

 

For some municipalities looking at regionalizing, some of these challenges have appeared 

to be insurmountable under present condition.   

Case Study - Toledo 

Attempts to develop a regional water authority representing the City of Toledo and 

seven suburbs have been unsuccessful to date7.  Characterized as a perfect example of 

the prisoner’s dilemma, both sides sitting at the bargaining table are expected to be 

better off if they cooperate, but to date, neither side is proving capable of compromise.  

After more than four years of negotiation around the creation of this authority, there 

appears little hope of moving past the May 2018 impasse. 

 

The degree to which benefits are realized depends heavily on the model of regional 

collaboration chosen.  Such forms include very informal arrangements such as inter-utility 

information sharing or the undertaking of joint purchasing, through to the more radical transfer 

of ownership to an entirely new entity8.  Figure 1 provides a spectrum of possible models. 

 

 

       

 

 

   

 
7 https://www.toledowater.org/news.html 
8 TEC Project Report: National inventory of regional collaboration among water and wastewater utilities (2012). 
Journal (American Water Works Association), Vol. 104, No. 7, Distribution Systems (July 2012), pp. 67-78 

 

  

Increasing transfer of responsibility 
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Figure 1.   Regional Cooperation Models                                         Diagram Source: AECOM 

 

Section 4: The Regional Stormwater Utility 	

One of the most common manifestations of a regional approach is the creation of a 

regional utility.  The broader discussion above on rationale for regionalism, its costs and its 

benefits equally apply to this particular type of entity.  The following section deepens the 

analysis, focusing on dedicated stormwater utilities.    

Fortunately, for stormwater management, much of the list of challenges (above) to the 

regional model approach are not as relevant since, unlike water and wastewater utilities, there are 

few existing governance structures (i.e. institutional legacies largely do not exist) that would 

need to be reformed or modified while, at the same time, the need to aggregate new federal and 

state stormwater requirements and the efficiencies that can be achieved from combining 

administrative and operational burdens throughout city functions and across multiple 

jurisdictions can provide an initial push against the inertia of “no change”.  

Where there is a sophisticated municipal wastewater utility, it makes sense to add this to 

their purview, especially considering the implications of sewer overflows and the impact of 

inflow on sewer capacity.    For example, the Pittsburgh, Pa region is currently interested in 

establishing a regional stormwater utility, perhaps through the regional water/wastewater utility 

(ALCOSAN) – with the exclusion of the Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority, which is 

developing its own stormwater utility for the inner city.  This may also make sense in other urban 

regions such as Philadelphia and Lehigh.  Once you are upstream of the larger cities, however, a 
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regional authority approach (perhaps at the county conservation district level) might be the most 

politically feasible scale.   

For example, the York County Planning Commission is currently holding public 

hearings9 on creating a stormwater authority which would work to reduce pollution from 

entering the local creeks and streams, which ultimately flow into the Susquehanna River and the 

Chesapeake Bay.  It also would address problems, such as the recent flooding, which resulted in 

homes being destroyed and roads being washed out. The total operating budget would be $12.6 

million, which would be imposed on residential, commercial and agricultural landowners.  The 

annual residential rate would be $48.90.   

More generally, Pennsylvania altered its municipal code in 2013 specifically to allow for 

the creation of stormwater authorities.  The City of Chester, among others, have taken advantage 

of this new law to create its own stormwater authority.  

In New Jersey, the Senate recently passed the Storm Flood Defense Act (A-2694/S-1073) 

which authorizes municipalities and counties to establish stormwater utilities.  As of this writing 

(December 2018), the bill as awaiting a second committee vote in the NJ Assembly. 

We stand in a moment of great change.  The Delaware River Watershed advocates have a 

new opportunity to push forward the case for regional stormwater utilities throughout our region.  

In many cases, smaller municipalities struggling with MS4 issues, especially those related to 

TMDL, could benefit from technical help and credit for participation in regional projects. There 

are also possible mutual net benefits to be gained from an environmental impact perspective.  

Even more exciting, we now have a route to managing the planning and future of our land 

management and uses and a system to regulate, fund and build defenses to stormwater runoff. 

A stormwater utility can be an effective and dedicated source of funding that is used to 

pay for stormwater management programs and infrastructure investments related to water 

resource and flood protection. In most cases, a utility fee is charged to properties based on each 

property’s contribution to the problem being addressed by the programs.  In most cases, it is 

calculated by estimating each property’s impervious surface (rooftop, driveway, etc.). Since a fee 

is charged on the basis of use, it is not considered a tax. 

 
9 https://www.ydr.com/story/news/2018/09/26/idea-stormwater-authority-and-tax-draws-ire-during-
meeting/1428986002/ 
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In summary, the number of stormwater utilities in the US is growing.  A 2018 Western 

Kentucky University study indicated there were around 1,681 stormwater utilities across the US, 

with more than half of these concentrated in just seven states10, and the majority covering 

urbanized areas11.     

This trend reflects the numerous compelling reasons why establishing a stormwater 

utility makes sense.  It allows for a stable revenue stream for addressing stormwater related 

problems. It can generate adequate revenue to meet program needs and reduce reliance on 

general funds, which can instead target other important social programs.  It allows for fee 

collection on tax exempt properties which can make up a surprisingly high percentage of 

properties. It employs a flexible enough rate structure to support many goals.  In some instances, 

it has resulted in a lowering of the National Flood Insurance Plan (NFIP) premiums12. And 

importantly, most people consider it to be the most equitable way for stormwater services to be 

paid for.  

While these same arguments hold true for considering establishment of a regional 

stormwater utility, additional arguments include13:  

● Economies of scale - Larger utilities can spread large fixed costs across a broader base.  

Important investments such as in digital technologies that will improve effectiveness and 

efficiency of operations are less cost prohibitive at the regional level 

● Enhanced ability to gain outside funding, access to capital and/or lower interest rate debt 

● Watershed consistency – cross jurisdictional 

● Freer of politics 

● Better access to talent due to larger geographical pool and greater internal growth 

opportunities 

● Greater technical capacity than that which exists in single local government entities 

o Fewer, larger regional utilities allow for greater HR specialization 

 
10 Texas, Washington, Florida, Iowa, Michigan, Ohio and Minnesota 
11 https://www.wku.edu/seas/undergradprogramdescription/swusurvey2018.pdf 
12 NFIP CRS credits of up to 45% if the local ordinances and enforcement mechanisms meet the highest standards. 
13 http://www.eccog.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/ANC-Water-Summit-2015-aqua.pdf 
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● Capacity to deal with larger streams and larger problems as well as improved ability to 

triage and prioritization of problems. 

● Ability to match regulatory programs’ geography and also meeting increasingly complex 

regulations 

Despite the numerous arguments for the creation of regional stormwater utilities, West 

Kentucky University showed (Figure 2) that the shift to regional configurations is still relatively 

nascent, with 75% of utilities continuing to serve populations of less than 50,00014.  This is 

consistent with the continued persistence of over 50,000 water system utilities across the US, 

with 84% serving less than 3,300 people each15.  There remains significant scope for considering 

regional consolidation or the new creation of utilities with regional mandates. 

The “secret sauce” in creating regionalized Delaware River Basin Stormwater Authorities 

is the clear connection between water quality and managing peak flows and  

listing the mutual benefits which bring additional stakeholders to the table. 

It will also be useful to begin to refer our waterways and the watershed as “critical infrastructure”, 

bringing even more stakeholders to the table. 

 

Section 5: Exploring new regional financial mechanisms to support the Delaware 

Significant progress has been made in recent years regarding the creation and execution 

of innovative funding mechanisms amenable to providing the financial resources required for 

undertaking regional water management.  Annex 1 presents a sample toolbox of such financing 

options from which water program and policy managers can draw.  While a number of them are 

now more tried and tested than new, they remain important and relevant in demonstrating water 

sector actors’ increased capacity and confidence in putting capital to work in delivery of 

waterway protection and enhancement initiatives. 

WPF is also playing a major player in providing crucial financing for improving the 

health of the Delaware River Watershed. An important question is how can WPF funds be most 

effectively leveraged? For example, in what ways can WPF funding act as an additional 

incentive, once a municipality commits to a funding/incentive structure? WPF can guide this 

 
14 https://www.wku.edu/seas/undergradprogramdescription/stormwaterutilitysurvey.php 
15 https://www.globalwaterintel.com/client_media/uploaded/files/sample_water_market_USA.pdf 
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conversation by using its investments in a pointed and strategic way to directly target critical 

water quality issues. To build on WPF’s work to date, there is value in an updated evaluation 

being taken to fully frame the Delaware Watershed’s current issues and regulatory priorities and 

to map how completed projects contribute toward meeting those priorities directly addressing 

water quality issues.  Subsequently, a targeted portfolio of water quality projects can be 

identified, paired up with the right financing mechanisms that leverage WPF funding as well as 

meet regulatory and municipality goals. A critical part of this will be exploring the right 

structures for involving cross-sector stakeholders, and the inequitable financial and resource 

capacities of municipalities throughout the Delaware Watershed. The Water Center at Penn’s 

watershed-based experience, especially at the municipal level, positions it well to partner with 

relevant institutions internal and external to the University of Pennsylvania to further explore 

many of these important areas above. 

An important part of this above process will be the identification of possible financing 

options, suitable to context and capacity, to support watershed protection. A number of 

innovative financial mechanisms that have only been gently probed are worthy of much deeper 

feasibility analysis.  These opportunities are outlined below.   

1. Review of approach taken by the Delaware River Basin Commission with regards to 

revenue generation.  

The DRBC was established under consent order and given a limited set of responsibilities 

and mandate.  As the Commission evolved, its scope has expanded slightly to also include 

revenue generation.  This includes the charging of certain entities for the amount of water they 

withdraw from the Delaware River. But the grandfathering of existing withdrawers from the 

basin, prior to introduction of the user fees in 1961 has resulted in limited revenue generation.  

Basin regulations indicate: 

‘no provision of section 3.7 of the Compact shall be deemed to authorize the Commission 

to impose any charge for water withdrawals or diversions from the basin if such 

withdrawals or diversions could lawfully have been made without charge on the effective 

date of the Compact. .…In compliance with this provision:  There shall be no charge for 
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water withdrawn or diverted in quantities not exceeding the legal entitlement of the user, 

determined as of October 27, 196116’. 

The Commission currently generates around $3.5m annually in water sales revenues.  

This is insufficient for addressing watershed issues. It may be time to reconsider grandfathering 

of fees as well as increasing the fees of those already paying beyond the current inflation-tied 

increases tied.  Questions to explore would include the political feasibility of such changes, as 

well as how it might be feasible to put a price on water to ensure it is valued accordingly. 

An alternate approach would be to work with the DRBC and other partners to explore 

development of a pilot for Water Quality Trading in the Delaware, targeting non-point source 

pollution. The benefits of water quality trading are multiple, with the Willamette Partnership 

articulating a number of them in its 2012 report17. 

● Reduces cost and increases speed of complying with Clean Water Act  

● Provides options and flexibility in meeting Clean Water Act requirements  

● Creates new revenue streams for farmers  

● Creates additional funds for green infrastructure with benefits beyond water quality (e.g. 

habitat, recreation, climate)  

● Increases accountability and provides new tools for tracking water quality improvements 

from nonpoint sources  

● Builds new relationships between rural and urban communities  

Absent in this list, and important from a revenue stream perspective, is that under many 

allowance trading schemes, initial pollution allowances allocations can be sold or auctioned to 

polluters. This opens up a new revenue stream opportunity for DRBC. 

2. What approach/model best addresses the Delaware River flow management challenges? 

Are there opportunities for revenues be generated through this model? 

The process for renegotiating the Long-Term Agreement for the Delaware River Flow 

Management Program proved highly problematic, taking five years of negotiation before an 

 
16 https://www.nj.gov/drbc/library/documents/water_chargesCFR.pdf 
17 http://willamettepartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/In-It-Together-Part-1_2012-07-30.pdf 
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agreement was reached in 201718. There remain large implementation challenges, particularly 

related to the potential for either downstream shortages or downstream flooding, both dependent 

on NY decisions regarding water release levels from its reservoirs.  

Given the continued possibility of downstream flooding, an important question is, can 

flooding somehow be leveraged in such a way so as to identify potential new funding sources for 

watershed management? Would insurers or property owners be interested in paying for upstream 

services that would reduce the severity or frequency of flooding events?   Importantly, has there 

been enough economic analysis undertaken to monetize costs of reacting to floods along 

Delaware versus taking a more cost-effective proactive approach?  Insurance groups might be 

open to partnering in the funding some prevention-focused analysis. 

For example, the National Flood Insurance Program's (NFIP) Community Rating System 

(CRS) is a voluntary incentive program that recognizes and encourages community floodplain 

management activities that exceed the minimum NFIP requirements19.  As a result, flood 

insurance premium rates are discounted to reflect the reduced flood risk resulting from the 

community actions meeting the three goals of the CRS: 

● Reduce flood damage to insurable property; 

● Strengthen and support the insurance aspects of the NFIP, and 

● Encourage a comprehensive approach to floodplain management.  

The CRS credit (up to 45%) in the NFIP is a community-based insurance arrangement 

routinely used by commercial insurers where local ordinances and enforcement mechanisms 

meet the highest standards.  A question remains in can we show an actual gross dollar figure 

saved by residents of forward-thinking municipalities, and use this to frame the regional utility 

argument? Could a utility negotiate with NFIP for application of max credit across all member 

entities based on regional approach? 

3. Are there any innovative financing models or approaches from the energy sector that 

might be applicable to water, in particular the Delaware watershed? 

 
18 http://www.delriverwatershed.org/news/2017/11/9/long-term-agreement-in-place-for-nyc-delaware-river-
reservoirs-1-wkt7p 
19 Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) website 
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Significant work is being undertaken with the energy sector looking at innovative 

financing mechanisms, including around subjects including affordability. Noting that the value 

of energy is higher than that of water, are there ways to increase the perceived value of water by 

putting a price on the ecosystem services provided by the Delaware River watershed?  Or can the 

water sector take a leaf out of the energy sector book and look at the possibility of bundling 

water services with other, higher margin services such as telecommunications?  Should water 

sector utilities look for opportunities to maximize existing water infrastructure opportunities and 

boots on the ground through acquisition of complementary sector utilities? 

4. What kinds of novel taxes or user fees aimed at Delaware watershed protection might be 

worthy of deeper consideration? 

Given the issues related to plastic pollution or sewage discharges into the Delaware, how 

palatable and feasible would ideas like a plastic bottle water tax or toilet paper tax be?  Where 

might such similar taxes have been used and what can we learn from these cases? Or 

alternatively, are there innovative and palatable ways to frame new user fees? For example, how 

feasible would a fee related to flood protection be?  Or how successful have voluntary consumer 

contributions on water bills been? Or alternatives such as rounding bills up or having a 

percentage of bill processing fees redirected back to the Delaware. 

This stream of exploration would need to consider the fact that, to date, water utilities 

have tended to pride themselves of delivering seamless services as silently as possible.  The need 

for the water sector, both public and private, to much better communicate the value and cost of 

water service delivery is a crucial determinant of how successful any new user fees or taxes 

would be. 
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Annex 1 - Current innovative funding mechanisms amenable to a regional approach 

Innovative impact investment and other financing incentives  

The concept of developing market-based solutions to address urban water challenges has 

gained significant momentum over the past decade.  One of the popular approaches are Green 

bonds, which are fixed-income instruments where the capital raised is dedicated for programs 

that benefit the environment. Environmental Impact Bonds, on the other hand are an innovative 

and emerging financial instrument that leverage private investment to support high-impact 

environmental programs, where repayment is correlated to specific performance outcomes. 

Example 1 - San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) Green Bond 

Proceeds from the sale of $240 million worth of bonds have been directed towards 

funding upgrades for eligible stormwater management and wastewater projects included in the 

SFPUC’s Sewer System Improvement Program.   

Example 2 – DC Water Green Bond   

The capital raised from this $350 million green bond offered is being used to fund new 

infrastructure to address combined sewer overflow issues, helping to improve water quality, 

reduce floods, and restore the District of Columbia’s waterways. Of note, this was the first green 

bond with a 100-year maturity, which matched the life of the asset and spread financing costs 

across generations that will benefit from the project.  

Example 3 - DC Environmental Impact Bond (EIB) 

The EIB is based on an innovative financing technique whereby the costs of constructing 

the green infrastructure are paid for by DC Water (through funds raised by bond issuance), but 

the performance risks of managing stormwater runoff are shared amongst DC Water and the 

investors.  If the program overperforms, DC water pays out an additional amount to investors. If 

it underperforms, investors pay DC water. 

Example 4 - DC “Riversmart” 

This is a financial incentive program focused on the installation of green infrastructure.  

It has a range of products targeting different scales of the community.  At the household level, 

RiverSmart Homes provides rebates for single-family properties. Focusing on schools, 

RiverSmart Schools provides funding, technical support, and general assistance for stormwater 
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retrofits and outdoor classrooms. At the community level RiverSmart Communities offers 

rebates for larger properties while Community Stormwater Solutions Grants provide start-up 

funding for community-oriented projects that improve watershed health. Finally, RiverSmart 

Rooftops provides rebates for green roofs while RiverSmart Rewards provide a discount on 

impervious area fees. 

Example 5 - Reverse Auction in Cincinnati   

This program provided Shepherd Creek residents with the opportunity to submit sealed 

bids to the city indicating the minimum they would need to be paid to accept the installation of 

free rain barrels and/or rain gardens on their property. Decisions around bid selection were based 

on a combination of the bid value as well as the assessed stormwater mitigation potential 

determined via an environmental benefits index (EBI). Program managers sequentially selected 

bids that optimized benefits while minimizing cost to the program until all of the programs’ 

funds were spent. 

User fees  

A utility fee is a regular user fee that customers of a service pay for activities including 

maintenance, improvements to the stormwater drainage system and other stormwater related 

activities. There are a number of different models for calculating user fees.  In some locations 

fees are based on a flat rate, regardless of property size, income level or amount of impervious 

service.  In other cases, communities have included stormwater management costs within their 

water or sanitary sewer system budgets, with fee level based on meter water use. But the 

majority of utilities, in fact over 80%, use a more equitable approach, one that is also capable of 

incentivizing property investments that reduce stormwater runoff20.  This is a user fees based on 

the amount of impervious area on a property.  But a range of interesting fee-based innovations 

are now appearing across the country. 

Example 6 - Fees in Lieu 

These programs provide project developers who cannot easily or cost-effectively meet 

regulatory requirements onsite with the option to pay a fee instead. Stormwater ILF programs 

commonly tie the fee level to the volume or a rate of runoff generated. The pooled revenues are 

then used by the program administrator to install practices intended to offset the stormwater 

 
20 https://www3.epa.gov/region1/npdes/stormwater/assets/pdfs/FundingStormwater.pdf 
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impacts of those projects. Park Ridge, Illinois; Aspen, Colorado; and San Antonio, Texas utilize 

an ILF approach as the sole option for developers who cannot address runoff impacts onsite. 

Example 7 - DC Stormwater Retention Credit (SRC) Trading Program 

Projects that trigger stormwater regulations may buy and use SRCs or pay an in-lieu fee 

to meet their requirements for retaining stormwater. Other district properties generate SRCs by 

exceeding their own regulatory requirements or by properties voluntarily installing green 

infrastructure where they do not trigger the regulations. The SRC market provides flexible and 

cost-effective compliance options for the regulated community as well as financial incentives to 

voluntarily increase stormwater retention in the District. 

Public-private-community and federal-state partnerships  

The One Water Management approach requires multi-sectoral responses involving the 

public, private and civic sectors. Models of financial collaborations equally benefit from 

collaborations between public-private and communities and/or partnerships between different 

levels of government. A range of examples of these financial partnerships are listed below. 

Example 8 - The Water Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (WIFIA) 

A new funding vehicle for federal low interest loans with the stated purpose of 

“accelerating investment in our nation’s water and wastewater infrastructure by providing long-

term, low cost supplemental credit assistance under customized terms to creditworthy water and 

wastewater projects of national and regional significance 

Example 9 - New York State 2017 Clean Water Infrastructure Act  

This Act allows for the provision of $2.5 billion in state grants to rebuild septic systems, 

stop sewage leaks and overflows, protect drinking water resources, and for other local 

infrastructure projects that address the state’s priority water issues. Over $1.5 billion of these 

funds are for grants for water infrastructure improvements. Another $75 million are for a rebate 

program for homeowners and small businesses to replace or upgrade aging septic systems. Funds 

are also available for green stormwater infrastructure, source water protection initiatives 

(including land acquisition), a $300 million Environmental Protection Fund, and many other 

projects and programs related to water infrastructure improvements. 

Example 10 - Prince George County Clean Water Partnership   
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In this community-based public/private partnership, the chosen private partner, The 

Corvias Group LLC, facilitates the design, construction, operation, and maintenance of 

stormwater facilities to treat about 4,000 acres of impervious areas over 30 years. A pay-for-

performance payment structure is employed.  The program logic is that having one partner 

undertake all aspects of the project will reap economies of scale, bringing down total GI costs.   

Example 11 - Ridgewood, NJ  

In this case, a coalition of public and private partners incorporated a range of green 

technologies into an upgrade of a water pollution control plant.  Technologies included solar 

panels and a new biogas-fueled generator to convert methane gas to electricity. The four solar 

installations located throughout the Village of Ridgewood provide not only 100% water control 

plant’s electricity needs, but they also generate revenue which is fed back into the business. 

Example 12 - Camden, NJ 

The Camden County Municipal Utility Authority is working with the Camden 

Collaborative Initiative to put neighborhoods and the environment at the center of cross-sector 

partnerships. Since 2013, they have been facilitating and leveraging partnerships for proactive, 

holistic, and innovative solutions to help Camden become a vibrant sustainable city through 

maintenance, restoration and enhancements to environmental resources. 

Example 13 - Cities of Elizabeth and Bayonne, NJ 

 The city of Elizabeth has entered into long-term contracts with American Water to 

maintain and operate the city’s water and wastewater systems. In a short time, this has resulted in 

a range of benefits including an upfront payment of $60 million to the city and upgrades to water 

infrastructure.  Additionally, this has freed up the city government to focus on other priorities 

instead of the often problematic operations of an aging water and wastewater system. 

In a similar vein, the City of Bayonne entered into a long-term concession agreement 

with SUEZ (formerly United Water) under which SUEZ agreed to an upfront payment to the city 

of $176 million and provided assurances that Bayonne’s water and wastewater system will see 

sufficient investment over the 40-year life of the contract. 

Example 14 - Kentucky 

In this example, six community banks in the State of Kentucky have jointly developed 

and launched a Commonwealth Infrastructure Fund. Starting with an initial capital of $150 
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million, the fund has been designed to provide debt financing to private-sector companies to 

encourage public-private partnerships in state and local infrastructure projects. 

Example 15 - The New Jersey Environmental Infrastructure Financing Program (NJEIFP)  

The NJEIFP provides low-cost financing for the construction of water infrastructure 

projects. It leverages federal funding received through the Clean Water and the Drinking Water 

State Revolving Funds. To date, over $4.3 billion in low-interest loans have been provided to 

public and private water entities in the state, with an estimated savings to ratepayers of $1.8 

billion. As an example, Hoboken city utilized these funds to purchase land for resiliency parks.  

In another example, the Borough of Seaside Park on Barnegat Island used the low-cost loans 

offered through the program to contribute towards replacement of sewer lines and water mains, 

resulting in greater annual sewage treatment costs savings than the cost of the project’s annual 

debt service. 

Example 16 - Enhanced Infrastructure Financing Districts (EIFDs)  

EIFD’s are separate government entities, formed through Joint Power Authorities 

consisting of cooperating cities, counties and special districts.  They facilitate multi-jurisdictional 

partnerships for economic development and infrastructure.  EIFDs can finance traditional public 

works, such as transportation, transit, parks and libraries, water and sewer facilities, solid waste 

disposal, and flood control and drainage. Within EIFDs, cities and counties may be able to use 

tax increment financing (TIF)—the increase in tax revenues generated by development—to 

repay bonds issued to finance the necessary infrastructure and other improvements. California is 

pioneering the use of EIFD’s in the funding of infrastructure improvements. 


